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INTRODUCTION
This paper presents two algorithms for inserting monitoring code to profile and trace programs. These algorithms greatly reduce the cost of measuring programs. Profiling, which counts the number of times each basic block in a program executes, is widely used to measure instruction set utilization of computers, identify program bottlenecks, and estimate program execution times for code optimization [2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 113] . Instruction braces are the basis for trace-driven simulation and analysis and are also used in trace-driven debugging [8, 11, 19] .
Our goal is an exact basic block profile or trace-as opposed to the Unix p-of command, which samples the program counter during program execution. This paper shows how to significantly reduce the cost of exact profiling and tracing with:
(1) an algorithm to instrument a program for profiling that chooses a placement of counters that is optimized-and frequently optimal-with respect to the expected or measured execution frequency of each basic block and branch in the program;
(2) an algorithm to instrument a program to obtain a subsequence of the basic block trace-whose length is optimized with respect to the program's execution-from which an entire trace can be efficiently regenerated.
Both algorithms have been implemented and substantially improve performance over previous approaches.
Each atgorithm consists of two parts. The first chooses points in a program at which to insert profiling or tracing code. The second uses the results from the program's execution to derive a complete profile or trace. The algorithms for profiling and tracin,g programs are based on the wellknown maximum spanning tree algorithm, applied to the program's control-flow graph [21] .
In the control-flow graph representation of a program, where a vertex represents a basic block of instructions and an edge represents passage of contrcd between blocks, instrumentation code can be placed on vertices, edges, or some combination of the two. This work shows that for both profiling and tracing, it is better to place instrumentation code solely on edges.
The algorithms optimize placement of profiling and tracing code with respect to a weighing that assigns a nonnegative value to each edge in the control-flow graph. The cost of profiling or tracing a set of edges is proportional to the sum of the weights of the edges. Weighings can be obtained either by empirical measurement (i.e., profiling)
or a heuristic estimation.
Our results show that a simple edge frequency heuristic is accurate in predicting areas of low execution frequency at which to place instrumentation code.
The algorithms choose edges for instrumentation based on the control-flow of a program and a weighting. They are applicable to any control-flow graph-the graphs need not be reducible. The algorithms do not make use of other semantic information that could be derived from the program text (i.e., via constant propagation).
While there exist unstructured control-flow graphs for which the algorithms do not find an optimal placement, they optimize placements for a large class of well-structured control-flow graphs.
This paper has seven sections. The next section provides background material on control-flow graphs, weighings, and spanning trees. Section 3 shows how to efficiently profile programs and Section 4 describes how to efficiently trace programs. Section 5 presents results on the performance of the profiling and tracing algorithms. Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 summarizes the paper and describes future work.
BACKGROUND
A control-flow graph (CFG) is a rooted directed graph G = (V, E) with a special vertex EXIT (distinct from the root vertex) that corresponds to a program in the following way: each vertex in V represents a basic block of ins@uc-tions and each edge in E represents the transfer of control from one basic block to another. The root vertex represents the first basic block to execute and EXIT the last. There is a directed path from the root to every vertex and a directed path from every vertex to EXIT. Finally, for the profiling algorithm, it is convenient to insert an edge EXIT -+root to make the CFG strongly connected. This edge does not correspond to an actual flow of control and is not instrumented.
A vertex p is a predicate if there are distinct vertices a and b such that p~a and p~b. A spanning tree of a directed graph G is a subgraph G'= (V', E'), where V' = V and E' G E, such that for every pair of vertices (v,w) in G' there is a unique path (not necessarily directed) in G' that links v to w. A maximum spanning tree G' of graph G with weighting W is a spanning tree such that cost(G, E', W) is maximized. Maximum spanning trees can be computed efficiently by a variety of algorithms [21] . Figure 1 illustrates these definitions. The first graph is the CFG of the program shown-this graph has been given a weighting. The second graph is a maximum spanning tree of the first graph. Note that any vertex in the spanning tree can serve as a root and that the direction of the edges in the tree is unimportant. For example, vertices C and EXIT are connected by the path C~P~EXIT.
PROGRAM PROFILING
In order to determine how many times each basic block in a program executes, the program can be instrumented with counting code. The simplest approach places a counter at every basic block (pixie and other instrumentation tools use this method [20] ). There are two drawbacks to such an approach: (1) too many counters are used and (2) the total number of increments during an execution is larger than necessary. Similarly, a set pl solves the edge frequency problem for CFG G, denoted -EFreq(G,pQ, iff the frequency of each edge in any execution of G can be deduced solely from the CFG G and the frequencies of the edges and vertices in pl.
A solution to the edge frequency problem obviously yields a solution to the vertex frequency problem by simply summing the frequencies of the incoming or outgoing edges of each vertex.
To limit the number of permutations of these problems, pl is restricted to be a set of edges (epl) or a set of vertices (vpl) . Section 3.2 shows that mixed placements (edges and vertices) are never better than pure edge solutions. We study the problems of VFreq (G ,epl), VFreq (G, vpl) To see how such a placement solves the edge frequency problem, consider a CFG G and a set epl such that E-epl is a spanning tree of G. Let each edge e in epl have an associated counter that is initially set to () and is incremented Although profiling has been described in terms of a single CFG, the algorithm requires few changes to deal with multi-procedure programs.
The pre-execution spanning tree algorithm and post-execution propagation of edge frequencies are simply applied to each procedure separately. However, two problems can arise:
(1) If there is a CFG G with a directed path from root to EXIT that contains no edge in epl (which can occur only if
EXIT--w-oot is in epl), then there is a possible execution that increments no counter (since the edge EXIT -+root is never traversed). Thus, it will be impossible to determine the exact count information for edges in G. To ensure that no such path arises, the maximum spanning tree algorithm can be seeded with the edge EXIT--woot. In fact, for any CFG and weighting, there is always a maximum spanning tree that includes the edge EXIT--w-oot. The derived count for the edge EXIT-+root represents the number of times the procedure G executed.
(2) The simple extension for multi-procedure profiling will determine the correct frequencies only if interprocedural control-flow occurs via procedure call and return and each call eventually has a corresponding return, staticallydeterminable interprocedural jumps also can be handled in our framework. However, dynamically-computed interprocedural jumps (e.g., setjmp/longjmp) can cause problems.
The common case of the call to the exit procedure that terminates execution illustrates this problem. In this case, the information on the activation stack at program termination is sufficient to correct the count error. The second graph shows how this problem is solved. At program termination, the edge A --XXZT is added and given count 1 to model the early termination of this procedure. After this edge has been added, the counts will be computed correctly. One such edge must be added for each active procedure on the stack at program termination, Figure 5 . For the CFG in Figure 1 , the optimal solution to EFreq(G,epl) is also an optimal solution to VFreq(G,epl). Section 3.3 describes a class of graphs for which an optimal solution to
is an optimrd solution to VFreq(G,epl). The optimal solution to EFreq (G,epl) has cost 11.5. By instrumenting edges instead of vertices, there is greater freedom to pick and. choose lower cost points (IEI as opposed to Ill).
Optimality Revisited
The previous section points out that the optimal way to solve VFreq(G,pl) is to optimally solve VFreq (G,epl). Consider the CFG in Figure 1 (1) epl is a minimal cost set of edges such that E-epl contains no directed cycles or diamonds.
(2) E-epl is a maximum spanning tree, Corollary 3.2, together with this result, implies that for any CFG G in G* with weighting W, an optimal solution to VFreq(G,epl) can never be better than an optimal solution to EFreq (G, epl). Therefore, for this class of CFGS, an optimal solution to EFreq (G, epl) is an optimal solution to VFreq(G,epl).
The class of graphs G* contains many examples of CFGS with multiple exit loops (such as in Figure 1 ), CFGS that require gotos, and even some irreducible graphs. The largest subset of structured CFGS contained in G * are those CFGS generated by while loops, if-then-else conditionals, and begin-end blocks. However, in general, CFGS generated by programs with repeat loops or breaks are not always members of G *.
To date, we have not found any examples of CFGS generated by structured programs with multi-exit loops for which VFreq(G, ep/) betters EFreq(G, epl), Further work is required to find other classes of CFGS for which the optimal solutions to these problems are the same.
PROGRAM TRACING
Just as a program can be instrumented to record basic block execution frequency, it also can be instrumented to record the sequence of basic blocks executed. The tracing problem is to record enough information about a program's execution to be able to reproduce the entire execution. A straightforward way to solve this problem is to instrument each basic block so that it writes a unique mark (witness) to a trace file whenever it executes. In this case, the trace file need only be read to regenerate the execution. A more efficient method is to write a witness only at basic blocks that are targets of predicates [8] .
Assuming that there is a standard representation for witnesses (i.e., a byte, half-word, or word per witness), the tracing problem can be solved with significantly less time and storage overhead than either solution by writing witnesses when edges are traversed (not when vertices are executed) and carefully choosing the edges that write witnesses. Section 4.1 formalizes the trace problem for single-procedure progmms. Section 4.2 considers the complications introduced by multi-procedure programs.
4.1, Single-Procedure Tracing
In this section, assume that basic blocks do not contain any calls and that the extra edge EXIT-+roor is not included in the CFG. The set of instrumented edges in the CFG is denoted by epl. In this application, whenever an edge in epl is traversed, a "witness" to that edge's execution is written to a trace file. No two edges in epl generate the same witness. The statement of the tracing problem relies on the following definitions:
Definition. A path in CFG G is witness-free with respect to a set of edges epl iff no edge in the path is in epl.
Definition. Given a CFG G, a set of edges epl, and edge p~q where p is a predicate, the witness set (to vertex q) for predicate p is: Vertices P, B, and C are predicates. The witnesses are shown by dots along edges. For the execution shown, the traced generated is (t, U, V, EOF). The witness EOF is always the last witness in a trace. The execution can be reconstructed from rhe trace using the witness sets to guide which branches to take. witness (G, epl, p, q) = ( w I p~q e epl (and writes witness w) } u ( w I x +y c epl (and writes witness w) and 3 witness-free path p+q+ oc" -+x ) u ( EOF I 3 witness-free path p -+q~. s . -+EXZT ) Figure 6 illustrates the above definitions.
Let us examine how the execution in Figure 6 can be regenerated from its trace. Re-execution starts at predicate P, the root vertex. To determine the successor of P, we read witness t from the trace, which is a member of witness (P,A ) but not of witness (P,B). Therefore, A is the next vertex in the execution.
Vertex C follows A in the execution as it is the sole successor of A. Since the edge that produced witness t (P-+A) has been traversed already, we read the next witness from the trace. Witness u is a member of wifness (C,P ) but not witness (C, EXIT), so vertex P follows C. At vertex P, witness u is still valid (since the edge B -+A has not been traversed yet) and determines B as P's successor. Continuing in this manner, the original execution can be reconstructed. Trace (G,epl).
Multi-Procedure Tracing
Unfortunately, tracing does not extend as easily to multiple procedures as does profiling. There are several complications that we illustrate with the CFG in Figure 6 . Suppose that basic block B contains a call to procedure X and executions proceeds from P to B, where procedure X is called.
After procedure X returns, suppose that C executes. This call creates problems for the regeneration process since the witnesses generated by procedure X, possibly an enormous number of them, precede the witness v in the trace file.
In order to determine which branch of predicate P to take, the witnesses generated by procedure X must be buffered or witness set information must be propagated inter- The solution presented in this section places "blocking"
witnesses that prevent all predicates in a CFG from "seeing" a basic block that contains a call site or from seeing the EXIT vertex in that CFG. This ensures that whenever the regenerator is in CFG G and reads a witness to determine which branch of a predicate to take, the witness is guaranteed to have been generated by an edge in G. The regeneration algorithm in Figure 7 need only be modified to maintain a stack of currently active procedures:
when the algorithm encounters a call vertex, it pushes the current CFG name and pc value onto the stack and starts executing the callee; when the algorithm encounters an EXIT vertex, it pops the stack and continues executing the caller from the point of the call.
An easy way to ensure that epl has the blocking property is to include each incoming edge to a call or EXIT vertex in epl. Figure 8 illustrates the reasons why this approach is In general, it is not always the case that a blocking witness placement will solve Trace (G, ep/). Therefore, computing epl becomes a two step process: (1) place the blocking witnesses; (2) ensure that Trace (G,epl) is solved by adding edges to epl. The details of the algorithm follow:
'In some tracing applications, data otlter than witnesses (such as addmsscs) are also written to the trace file, Vertices in tbe CFG that generate addresses can be blocked with witnesses so that no address is ever mistakenly read as a witness. It would also be feasible in this situation to break dte trace file into two files, one for the witnesses and the other for the addresses, m avoid placing more blceking witness=, cost = 9 Cost = 6 t4 +4 Figure 8 . Two placements of blocking witrtesses. The dashed vertices (B, I, and H) are call vertices. In the first subgraph, a blocking witness is placed on each incoming edge to a call vertex (black dots). This placement is suboptimal because the witness on edge H +1 is not needed and because a witness must be added to edge B +D to solve the tracing problem (white dot). In the second subgraph, blocking witnesses are placed as far away from catl vertices as possible, resulting in an optimal placement.
Definition.
Let v be a vertex in CFG G. The blocking edges of v are defined as follows:
blockers(G, v) = { P-MO 1there is a path p+xo+ " " " +x. where p is a predicate, v = x., and for 0< i < n, xi is not a predicate )
The first step of the algorithm adds an edge e to (initially empty) epl whenever e is a member of blockers(G, v) and v is a call or EXIT vertex.
To ensure that epl solves Trace (G,epl), edges are then added to epl so that E-epl contains no diamonds or directed cycles. The maximum spanning tree algorithm, modified so that no edge already in epl is allowed in the spanning tree, is applied to G. The edges that are not in the spanning tree are added to epl, which guarantees that epl solves Trace (G,epl).3
PERFORMANCE
This section describes several experiments that demonstrate that the algorithms presented above significantly reduce the cost of profiling and tracing real programs. ' The modified spanning tme algorithm may not actually be able to cxeate a spaming tree of G bause of the edges already in epl. In this case the algoritlnn simply identifies the maximal cost set of edges in Ii -epl that conmins no (undirected) cycle.
Profilhg Performance
We implemented the counter placement algorithm for profiling in QP, which is a basic block profiler similar to MIPS's pixie [20] . Q]? can either insert counters in every basic block in a program (slow mode) cmalong the subset of edges identified by our algorithm (quick mode). The algorithm uses a heuristic weighting, based on the assumptions that (1) each loop iterates ten times, (2) if a loop is entered N times and has E exit edges then each exit edge gets weight N/E, and (3) predicates are equally likely to take any of their non-exit branches (see [1] for details).
We used the SPEC benchmark suite to test QP [3] . This is a collection of 10 moderately large For@an and C programs that is widely used to evaluate computer system performance. The progmrns were compiled at a high level of optimization and the timings were run on a DECstation 5000/200 with 96MB of main memory and local disks. Table 1 shows the cost of running the benchm&s with profiling, As can be seen from the "SIOW" and "Quick" columns, the placement algorithm reduces the overhead of profiling dramatically, from 11-424% to 9-105%. Fortunately, the greatest improvements occurred in programs in which the profiling overhead was largest, since these programs had more conditioned branches and more opportunities for optimization.
The "Feedback" column shows that the heuristic weighting is good at identifying regions of low execution frequency. The times for pixie are less than the times required by slow QP because pixie rewrites the program to free 3 registers, which enables it to insert a code sequence that is abotri half the size of the one used by QP (6 instructions vs. 11 instructions). In fact, the pixie code sequence can be reduced to 5 instructions. The column labeled "Quick+" is the projected time for quick QP profiling using this 5 instruction code sequence. Table 2 . Reduction in counter increments due to orXimized counter ulacement. The column labeled Slow is the number of increments in basic blocks. The column labeled Quick is the nu~ber of increments' along edges chosen by the placement algorithm guided by the heuristic weighting described above. The column labeled Feedback records the number of increments using an exact weighting from a previous run with identical input. The last column is the average dynamic basic block size.
the reduction in counter increments), they contributed little exact weighings was usually small.
to the running time of the program. The FORTRAN proThe cost of modifying a program to place counters along gram doduc, while it has a dynamic block size of 11 edges was a factor of two times higher than placing instructions, has "an abundance of short branches" For programs that frequently executed conditional 5.2. Tracing Performance branches, the improvements were large. For the 4 C proThe witness placement algorithm was also implemented grams (gee, espresso, /i, and eqnrort), the placement algoin the AE program tracing system [8] . AE originally rithm reduced the number of increments by a factor of 3-4 recorded the outcome of each conditional branch and used and the overhead by a factor of 2-4.
this record to regenerate a full control-flow trace. One Table 3 . Improvement in the AE program tracing system from placing witnesses along edges. Old refers to the originat version of AE, which recorded the outcome of every conditional branch. New refers to the improved version of AE, which uses witnesses. File refers to the total size of the recorded information, which includes both witness and data references. Trace refers to the total size of the witness information.
reconstruct data addresses as well as the witnesses. The combined file requires the changes to the placement algorithm described in Section 4.2. Table 3 shows the reduction in total file size ("File"), witness trace size ("Trace"), and execution time that result from switching from the original algorithm of recording each conditional ("Old") to a witness placement ("New").
As with the profiling results, the programs with regulm control-flow, sgefa and pdp, do not gain much from the new tracing algorithm. For the programs with more complex control-flow, compress and polyd, the new algorithm reduces the number of witnesses by a factor of 3 and 2.7 times.
RELATED WORK
This section describes related work on efficiently profiling and tracing programs.
Edge-Frequency/Edge-Placement
The solution to EFreq(G,epl) has been around for quite some time. In the area of network programming, the problem is known as the specialization of the simplex method to the network program [6] . The spanning tree solution is also discussed in [7, 15] , among other places.
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